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Formatting Text4

You can apply numerous formatting tags to control the 
appearance of text on your Web page. This chapter shows 

you how to utilize attributes and tags to make your text look 
its best.

Chapter 4



Chapter 4 Topics: Formatting 
Text (pg 47)

 Make Text Bold
 Italicize Text
 Add Underlining Text
 Change Fonts
 Change Font Size
 Change the Text Color
 Adjust Margins
 Set a Page Background Color
 Add a Horizontal Line. 



HTML 4.0 Tag Reference: http://www.w3schools.com/tags/default.asp

Type Syntax Description
Tag <B>…. </B> Defines bold text
Tag <I>…... </I> Defines italic text

Tag <U>…..</U> Defines underlined text

Attribute <FONT FACE=“ ?“>..</FONT> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <FONT SIZE=“?”>…</FONT> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS
Tag <BASEFONT SIZE=“?”> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <FONT COLOR=“?”></FONT> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <BODY TEXT=“?”> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS
Attribute <BODY LEFTMARGIN=“?” 

RIGHTMARGIN=“?”>
Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <BODY BGCOLOR=“?” Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS
Tag <HR> Defines a horizontal line
Attribute <HR SIZE=“?” WIDTH=“?” Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS



Make Text Bold                           
(pg 48)

 You can add bold formatting to your text to 
give it more emphasis or make your page 
more visually appealing.

 For example, you might make a company 
name bold in a paragraph or add bold to a 
list of items.

Tag <B>…. </B> Defines bold text



Make Text Bold
1. Type <B> in front of the text you want to make 

bold.
2. Type </B> at the end of the text.

Make Text Bold                           
(pg 48)

1 2

Tag <B>…. </B> Defines bold text



Italicize Text                                 
(pg 49)

 You can add italics to your text to give it 
more emphasis or make your page more 
visually appealing.

 You might make a description under a 
heading italic to distinguish it from the rest 
of the page.

 Common uses for italicized text include 
emphasis a new term or setting apart the title 
of a literary work.

Tag <I>…... </I> Defines italic text



Italicize Text
1. Type <I> in front of the text you want to italicize.
2. Type </I> at the end of the text.

Italicize Text                                 
(pg 49)
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Tag <I>…... </I> Defines italic text



Add Underlining to Text                
(pg 50)

 You can add underlining to your text for 
added emphasis.

 For example, you might underline a term or 
an important name.

 Use caution when applying underlining to 
Web pages., however as some users will 
mistake the underlined text for hyperlink.

Tag <U>…..</U> Defines underlined text



Add Underlining to Text
1. Type <U> in front of the text you want to italicize.
2. Type </U> at the end of the text.

Add Underlining to Text                 
(pg 50)
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Tag <U>…..</U> Defines underlined text



Change Fonts                                 
(pg 51)
 <FONT> tag is not supported in HTML 5. 

Deprecated in HTML 4.01



Change Fonts
 The font type of the page will need to be 

added as a CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) rule 
for the body tag.

 Below is the CSS rule defined as an internal 
style sheet:



Change Font Size                            
(pg 52)
 <BASEFONT> tag not supported in 

HTML 5.  Deprecated in HTML 4.01



Change Fonts
 The font size of the page will need to be 

added as a CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) rule 
for the body tag.

 Below is the CSS rule defined as an internal 
style sheet:



Change the Text Color                   
(pg 54)
 The font color of the page will need to be 

added as a CSS (Cascading Style Sheet) rule 
for the body tag.

 Below is the CSS rule defined as an internal 
style sheet:



Adjust Margins                               
(pg 56)
 LEFTMARGIN and RIGHTMARGIN 

attributes are not supported in HTML 5. 
Deprecated in HTML 4.01



 The margins of the page will need to be 
added in the CSS body tag rule.

 Below is the CSS rule defined as an internal 
style sheet

Adjust Margins



Set a Page Background Color        
(pg 57)

 BGCOLOR attribute is not supported in 
HTML 5. Deprecated in HTML 4.01



 The background color of the page will need 
to be added in the CSS body tag rule.

 Below is the CSS rule defined as an internal 
style sheet

Set a Page Background Color



Add a Horizontal Line                    
(pg 58)

 You can add a horizontal line or rule, 
across your page to the page visual interest 
or break up blocks of information.

 Horizontal rules must occupy a line by 
themselves and cannot appear within a 
paragraph

Tag <HR> Defines a horizontal line



Add a Horizontal Line
1. Type <HR> where you want to insert a 

horizontal line

Add a Horizontal Line                    
(pg 58)

1

Tag <HR> Defines a horizontal line

1



Add a Horizontal Line                    
(pg 58)

 WIDTH and COLOR attributes are not 
supported in HTML 5. Deprecated in 
HTML 4.01



 The width and color of the horizontal line 
will need to be added as an inline style rule.

 Below is the CSS rule defined as an inline 
style

Add a Horizontal Line



HTML 4.0 Tag Reference: http://www.w3schools.com/tags/default.asp

Type Syntax Description
Tag <B>…. </B> Defines bold text
Tag <I>…... </I> Defines italic text

Tag <U>…..</U> Defines underlined text

Attribute <FONT FACE=“ ?“>..</FONT> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <FONT SIZE=“?”>…</FONT> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS
Tag <BASEFONT SIZE=“?”> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <FONT COLOR=“?”></FONT> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <BODY TEXT=“?”> Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS
Attribute <BODY LEFTMARGIN=“?” 

RIGHTMARGIN=“?”>
Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS

Attribute <BODY BGCOLOR=“?” Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS
Tag <HR> Defines a horizontal line
Attribute <HR SIZE=“?” WIDTH=“?” Not Supported in HTML 5. Use CSS


